, square integrable functions on R n , which we shall denote again by H 0 and H.
In order to define the modified wave operators we consider appro- multiplicative operator by the independent variable on JR+; the stationary wave operators Q ± are defined by l Q ± =3t ( 3 Q ± (2 r 0 ± is the 3 ± for V = 0). Although a spectral representation theory has been developed previously by Ikebe [5] and Saito [11] , we shall propose a new approach to spectral representation for H utilizing Isozaki's results [7] .
In the sequel we shall restrict ourselves to discussing W+, dropping the subscript -f, for W-can be dealt with in quite a similar way.
Assumption (A) we have imposed on V is not absolutely necessary.
For simplicity, however, we have avoided scrupulous examination of the regularity to be required of V. The existence of the modified wave operators has actually been proved under weaker conditions on V by the authors referred to above.
Recently, Kitada [9] , [10] has proved Theorem 1.1 by a different method. In addition to eigenfunction expansion results his method is based on his definition of stationary modified wave operators, while ours leans over an analysis of time-dependent modified wave operators.
The contents of the present paper are as follows. Section 2 discusses time-dependent modifiers X(£, £: V) and time-dependent modified wave operators W(V) 9 and the continuous dependence on V of these quantities.
In Section 3 we state some known results from Ikebe-Saito [6] concerning the so-called limiting absorption principle in which the boundary values R(h±iQ: V) for A real of the resolvent of H=H(V) are our main theme. The continuous dependence on V of R(A±iQ: V) is also studied.
In Section 4 we transform the time-dependent modifiers into the stationary ones via a certain inverse function theorem. Using the stationary modifiers we present in Section 5 an eigenfunction expansion theory and a stationary definition of the modified wave operator S (V).
In Section 6
•fi(V) is shown to depend continuously on V. As mentioned in the Introduction, we want to find an (approximate) solution X($, t: V) of the non-linear equation
dt
The properties of X(£, t\ V) needed in the sequel can be summed up in the following lemma whose proof will be given in the Appendix. 
. Let weff-'CCf'CJRMO})). By Lemma 2.4, we see that for
any £>0 there exists a constant T independent of V m such that ||T-F(^: The following result has been established in Ikebe-Saito [6] . where the constant C is independent of m. By (3. 5) , for any £>0, there exists a constant R^>1 independent of m such that for all m (3. 7) ||tt m ||_c 1+eo ), 2i tf a <e .
Recall the following well-known elliptic estimate which holds for u and for
where the constant C(p, R) is independent of z^D and of Vif sup | V(x) I l*i<fi is uniformly bounded in V.
In view of (3. This section has a preliminary character to the following sections.
We shall transform the time-dependent modifier introduced in Section 2 into a "stationary" modifier, which will enable us to develop in the next section an eigenfunction expansion theory.
First we note the following inverse function theorem. 
J->00
It is easy to see that W n (p,j>JL) has the following properties: 
X(D p fa)(¥ n (fi, /i),/t).
In view of assumption (2) 
Hence we have
In view of (2) , dW
d£ dt
Using these equations we want to express $ and t as functions of x and , which is made possible by the following lemma. The function efines a C°°-map of (C, 5) and r (C^O? s>0, r>>0) . Let ^ be a compact set in R n -{Q} containing the unit sphere and A be a compact set in R + .
By Lemma 2. 2, we see that 0 (C, 5, r) satisfies the conditions (1) , (2) and (3) have all the desired properties. f|
The following lemma will be employed in Section 7. 
We shall call Y(x, A: V) a stationary modifier associated with V.
Lemma 4, 7. Y(x, A: V) is a real C~° (R n X R^ -function of x and
A having the following properties:
where the constant C is independent of A and V if they vary over a compact set in R+ and a bounded set in V, respectively, is a stationary modifier (Definition 4. 6) . We define for Im
G(z: V) = (H Q -z)U(z: V)*R(z: V) ,

G(z: V) = (H(V) -z) U(z: V) R Q (z) .
The following lemma gives a basis of our subsequent arguments. 
F((a, b) : H(V) : H 0 )f= f E' (A: V) G (A + zO: V)fdl ,
Ja r((a,b);H t :H(V))f= f £"' (X)G(l + iO: V)/^ .
Jtt is easy to see by virtue of Theorem 3. 1 that F((a,b'): H(V): H 0 ) 9
Theorem 5.5.
( 
1) The operators F((a, V) : H(V) :
fl,i) : H t : H(V))f exist in & = L 2 (R n ). F(H(V)\H^ (F(H Q :H(V)^ is uniquely extended to a partial isometry on M with initial set M (JK ac (H.(V)}) and final set M ac (H(V)) (M}, We use the same notation for this extension. (3) r(H(V):H,)* = r(H 0 :H(V)), F (H 0 : H (V)) * = T(H(V): H,),
where * denotes the adjoint in M.
(4) The following intertwining property holds: H(V) r (H(V): H,) ^>r (H(V):
For the proof see Theorems 1 and 3 of Isozaki [7] . Now we turn to the eigenfunction expansion problem. • With the aid of 3 (A: V") we can get a spectral representation for H(V). Our first step is to show the following lemma. 
vhere P ac = E(R + : V) is the projection onto M ac (H(V)).
Proof. It suffices to show (1), since (2) follows from (1) 
\E(B':V)E(B:V)f\\* = 0 (B'=R + -B).
It follows that (5 (V)E(B: V) f) (X) = (1 (V)/) (/I) for a.e. ^eS and
: V)/) (7) =0 for a.e. ^$S, which was to be proved. 
In particular £F 0 (A) Z5 extended by continuity to an operator GE
Proof. The proof is given in Lemmas 1.3, 2. 2 and 2. 7 of Ikebe However the latter is obvious from the fact that S 0 (X)f= S Q (X)f for /e C 0°° (jR n ) by Lemma 5. 13 and Proposition 5. 14 (3) . I
The above lemma shows that 3(l,r m :V)f converges weakly tô
, but we can further prove its strong convergence.
In fact Ikebe [5] and Saito [11] have established the strong convergence 
Z-^+zO
Proof. We have only to show that C is independent of V&K, since the remaining assertions of the lemma are given in Lemma 2. 7 of Isozaki [7] . In Proposition 6 of [7] it has been proved that
where the constant C is independent of z^D. Although Isozaki [7] has not explicitly stated the fact that C can be taken independently of V in a bounded set of F", this can be seen by carefully examining the argument given in [7] . On the other hand we have seen in Lemma 3. 2 where the constant C is independent of z^D and V if V is in a compact set in V. The above two facts prove the independence on V of C. f| A successive approximation scheme for (9. 1) is: (9.2) X co) (f, t: V) =0,
XW(S,t: V} = T V(2$s + reX«-»(e,s: V))ds + h(f: V) 9
Jo .7 = 1,2, -if jd>I, i: V) = y(2^ + F f X V) (f, ^: V))
here we have used the fact that 1/8 is not an integer, which follows from our having chosen 8 irrational. Proof (by induction on f) . First let us prove (1) . (1) Next we show that (1) and (2) 
